
Industry trends & challenges
The financial impact of Covid-19 is driving businesses to implement cost optimization best practices. 

Since the Covid-19 pandemic outbreak, the vast majority of companies worldwide have experienced a negative impact 
on their revenue stream.

In order to face this challenge, companies are looking for ways to reduce operational costs, and have therefore made 
cloud cost optimization a top priority.

Zesty’s holistic cloud cost optimization platform automates cost reduction best practices in real time, enabling 
businesses to reduce their cloud bill by more than 40%. 

Save up to 55% on your cloud bill
Zesty customers benefit from significant cost savings.

Simplified visibility into cloud costs
Zesty’s simplified dashboard is populated in real time, only with 
the relevant data.

Continuous automatic optimization
Zesty’s AI engine works 24/7 and automatically optimizes cloud 
infrastructure.

Free valuable engineering resources
Relieves engineers from manual optimization tasks and allows 
them to focus on development and growth.

Benefits

Real-time cloud savings
Achieve maximum savings and eliminate waste with automated cost optimization AI  

With cutting edge technology, Zesty provides several layers of cloud optimization in one consolidated solution 

Powered by AI and automation, the Zesty platform analyzes infrastructure usage in real time and reacts automatically 
to any type of capacity change.

Zesty customers benefit from significant cost savings without investing precious engineering time. 

Cloudvisor helps optimize cloud usage 
and reduce costs during Covid-19
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About Zesty

Zesty provides an automatic cloud cost optimization platform built on AWS whilst leveraging Amazon CloudWatch and 
Amazon CloudTrail to provide real-time visibility.

Our AI-driven solution automates cost optimization best practices including full lifecycle management
of purchasing options like Reserved Instances and Savings Plans, EBS auto-scaling, orphaned resources
cleaner, and policy-based schedule runs.

Zesty leverages native frameworks within AWS to optimize customers' infrastructure without changing their user experience,
thus enabling companies to automatically achieve and continuously maintain cost optimization best practices according to the 
cost optimization pillar within the AWS Well-Architected Framework.

Features

Get started with a free trial 

Solution

Zesty’s Commitment Manager 
analyzed their infrastructure usage and 
automatically purchased discounted 
commitments. 
When capacity dropped during Covid-
19, the commitments purchased were 
automatically sold.

Results

The customer’s Amazon EC2 costs 
were reduced by 35%.
On top of that, due to the 
automatic nature of the platform, 
the customer does not need to 
spend time managing it.

Challenge

The customer was facing 
challenges with forecasting 
Reserved Instances usage, 
resulting in high spends on on-
demand Amazon Elastic Compute 
Cloud (Amazon EC2).

Case study: Enterprise IT software vendor reduces Amazon EC2 costs by 35% during 
Covid-19.

Commitment Manager

Automatic purchasing and selling of 
Reserved Instances and Savings Plans with a 
buy-back guarantee.
Achieve up to 55% savings on AWS, risk free 

EBS Auto-scaler

Automatically adjusts size and IOPS 
to adapt to any type of workload.
Reduce EBS costs, avoid 
overprovisioning. 

Resource Cleaner

Identification and disposal of 
orphaned AWS resources such as 
ELB \ EIP \ EBS. 

https://app.zesty.co/home/register
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